EXPOLE: a new browser for navigating and more following.
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A graphical user editor, EXPOLE, is described, aimed at making it easy to draw outlines with a simple data structure with visual control parameters. EXPOLE offers simple control over parameter set and allows more to be drawn, and how they will affect the appearance of the results on the screen. Applications are in use following

The editor is designed with a step-by-step approach before EXPOLE was even written, and which takes full advantage of EXPOLE's viewing facility.
EXPLOR is a tool for visualizing and analyzing complex data structures. In a typical session, the user interacts with the application through a set of predefined actions, such as selecting, filtering, and analyzing data. EXPLOR supports a variety of input formats, including CSV, Excel, and JSON, and it provides a user-friendly interface for exploring and manipulating data. The tool is particularly useful for researchers and data analysts who need to quickly access and understand large datasets.